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Sunset Song (2015) Add to the Guide Jump to: Top Rated Movies #238 | Nominated for 1 Oscar. Another 9 wins &amp; 31 nominations. More Awards » Learn more Edit Early Thirty-something American Jesse Wallace is in a Paris bookstore, the last stop on a tour to promote his bestselling book, This Time. Although he
is vague to reporters about the source material for the book, it is about his chance encounter nine years earlier on June 15-16, 1994 with a Parisienne named Celine and the memorable and romantic day and evening they spent together in Vienna. At the end of their meeting at Vienna's train station, the book ends, they
vowed not to provide the other with contact information, to meet again in exactly six months in exactly six months at this very place. As the media frenzy in the bookstore draws to a close, Jesse discovers Celine in the crowd, who only learned of the book when she saw his photo advertising for this public appearance.
Similar to their previous encounter, Jesse and Celine, who are now environmental activists, decide to spend time until he is scheduled to fly back to New York... Written by Huggo Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: What if you had a second chance with the one who got away? Certificate: 0 | See all certifications »
Parent Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit As Jesse and Celine get on the boat he says, okay, okay, all right, this is Matthew McConaughey's famous catchphrase from 'Dazed and Confused' also written and directed by Richard Linklater. More » When Celine and Jesse Celine enter the apartment, she opens a right
hand door, the next shot (from inside) shows her opening a left hand door. It's not the same door. More » [first lines] Journalist #1: Do you think the book is autobiographical? Jesse: Uh, well, I mean... isn't everything autobiographical? More » Bach: Goldberg Variation Number 25 Composed by Johann Sebastian Bach
(uncredited) Performed by Igor Kipnis Courtesy of Angel Records Under License from EMI Film &amp; Television Music More » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Warner Bros. [United States] | More » Release Date: June 17, 2004 (Germany) More » Also known as: Before Sunset More » His River, Paris, France
More information » Edit Budget: 2,700,000 USD (estimated) Opening weekend USA: 219,425 USD, 4 July 2004 Gross USA: 5,820,649 USD Cumulative global gross: 15,936,507 USD More information on IMDbPro » Running time: 80 min DTS | Dolby Digital | SDDS Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : View all the specifications all
specifications » Before Sunset (2004) Add to guide Jump to: Top Rated Movies #238 | Nominated for 1 Oscar. Another 9 wins &amp; 31 nominations. More Awards » Learn More Edit Early Thirty-something American Jesse Wallace in a Paris bookstore, the last stop on a tour to promote his bestselling book, This Time.
Although he is vague to reporters about the source material for the book, it is about his chance encounter nine years earlier 15-16, 1994 with a Parisienne called Celine, and the unforgettable and romantic day and evening they spent together in Vienna. At the end of their meeting at Vienna's train station, the book ends,
they vowed not to provide the other with contact information, to meet again in exactly six months in exactly six months at this very place. As the media frenzy in the bookstore draws to a close, Jesse discovers Celine in the crowd, who only learned of the book when she saw his photo advertising for this public
appearance. Similar to their previous encounter, Jesse and Celine, who are now environmental activists, decide to spend time until he is scheduled to fly back to New York... Written by Huggo Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: What if you had a second chance with the one who got away? Certificate: S | See all
certifications » Parent Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit As Jesse and Celine get on the boat he says, okay, okay, all right, this is Matthew McConaughey's famous catchphrase from 'Dazed and Confused' also written and directed by Richard Linklater. More » When Celine and Jesse Celine enter the apartment, she
opens a right hand door, the next shot (from inside) shows her opening a left hand door. It's not the same door. More » [first lines] Journalist #1: Do you think the book is autobiographical? Jesse: Uh, well, I mean... isn't everything autobiographical? More » Bach: Goldberg Variation Number 25 Composed by Johann
Sebastian Bach (uncredited) Performed by Igor Kipnis Courtesy of Angel Records Under License from EMI Film &amp; Television Music More » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Warner Bros. [United States] | More » Release Date: October 22, 2004 (Finland) More » Also known as: Rakkautta ennen auringonlaskua
More » Seine, Paris, France More information » Edit Budget: 2,700,000 USD (estimated) Opening weekend USA: 219,425 USD, 4 July 2004 Gross USA: 5,820,649 USD Cumulative global gross: 15,936,507 USD More information on IMDbPro » Running time: 80 min DTS | Dolby Digital | SDDS Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1 See
full technical specifications » Mild No sex scenes or nudity, but some non-explicit lines of dialogue about sex: A man and a woman kiss passionately and embrace at another point in the film. A woman speaks of a monk offering to do sexual favors for a man. A man talks about not having sex with his wife, and a man
speaks of a dream of him lying next to a. A man talks about imagining that he and a woman ... love you for 10 days straight. A man and a woman talk about the differences between men and women when it comes to sexual pleasure (men are easier to and a man talks about teenagers losing their virginity. A man and a
woman talk about whether they had sex or not, including references to the protection they used. A man grabs a woman and pulls her on his lap after talking about sex on a park bench. A One Wears a low-cut top that reveals the décolletage in the front and is loosely fastened to the back, showing off her bare back and
bare belly when the wind blows the fabric. The F-word is used a few times in the sexual context. Rakkautta ennen aamua (1995) Add to guide Jumping to: Edit Rakkautta ennen auringonlaskua (2004) What if you had a second chance with the one who got away? After the Sunset (2004) Add to the Guide Jump to: Top
Rated Movies #238 | Nominated for 1 Oscar. Another 9 wins &amp; 31 nominations. More Awards » Learn more Edit Early Thirty-something American Jesse Wallace is in a Paris bookstore, the last stop on a tour to promote his bestselling book, This Time. Although he is vague to reporters about the source material for
the book, it is about his chance encounter nine years earlier on June 15-16, 1994 with a Parisienne named Celine and the memorable and romantic day and evening they spent together in Vienna. At the end of their meeting at Vienna's train station, the book ends, they vowed not to provide the other with contact
information, to meet again in exactly six months in exactly six months at this very place. As the media frenzy in the bookstore draws to a close, Jesse discovers Celine in the crowd, who only learned of the book when she saw his photo advertising for this public appearance. Similar to their previous encounter, Jesse and
Celine, who are now environmental activists, decide to spend time until he is scheduled to fly back to New York... Written by Huggo Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: What if you had a second chance with the one who got away? Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Rated R for Speech and Sexual References | See all
certifications » Parent Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit As Jesse and Celine get on the boat he says, okay, okay, all right, this is Matthew McConaughey's famous catchphrase from 'Dazed and Confused' also written and directed by Richard Linklater. More » When Celine and Jesse Celine enter the apartment, she
opens a right hand door, the next shot (from inside) shows her opening a left hand door. It's not the same door. More » [first lines] Journalist #1: Do you think the book is autobiographical? Jesse: Uh, well, I mean... isn't everything autobiographical? More » Bach: Goldberg Variation Number 25 Composed by Johann
Sebastian Bach (uncredited) Performed by Igor Kipnis Courtesy of Angel Records Under License from EMI Film &amp; Television Music More » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Warner Bros. [United States] | More » Release Date: July 30, 2004 (USA) More » Also known as: Antes del atardecer More » Seine
River, Paris, France More information » Edit Budget: 2.700.000 USD Opening Weekend USA: 219,425 USD, 4 July 2004 Gross USA: 5,820,649 USD Cumulative Global Gross: 15,936,507 USD More information on IMDbPro » Running time: 80 min DTS | Dolby Digital | SDDS Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1 Full Technical
Technical
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